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INTRODUCTION

-------

Nature of the Problem.

Complaints are being made

in both public schools and colleges concerning the frequency of errors made in language usage by young people.
All over the country curriculum. makers are asking the
question, "What are the language processes of democracy
and how can American young people become proficient 1n
them?" 1 Investigation as well as observation, shows that
there is a strong tendency for errors to persist throughout high school and even into the college period.
The writer feels that the responsibility for proper
language usage as the key to effective communication lies
with the school, and further that this responsibility
should become one of the primary objectives of instruction.
Virgin Alwin supports this view when she writes, "Everyone who does not express himself effectively is at a dis-

advantage.

The school recognizes this when it makes the

development of language abilities one of its most important
jobs." 2

1Dora

V. Smith, "A Curriculum 1n Language Arts for
Life Today," The Engaish Journal, Volume XL, (February,
1951)~ Number 2, p. 3.
Virginia Alwin, "A New Program for Teaching Expression
in Language," School Review, Volwne LVIII, (May, 1950)
Number 5, p. 277.
1

2

Language is of paramount importance in the life of
every individual in that it is the medium by which our

thoughts are communicated from one to another.

Helen F.

Ol son feels that language i s man's primary, 1.f not his sole,
means of communication with others. 1 The writer believes
that written composition is the product of oral language
usage habits and patterns, hence, the necessity for good
and effective language usage is apparent.

Further, the

writer feels that the degree of language competence will
govern the degree of effective communica tion.
The frequent complaints c oncerning the inability

or

the students of Booker T. Washington High School, Marlin,
Texas, to express themselves,effectively, through written
composition caused the writer to feel that poor

am

in-

ef fective language was the dominant cause of this problem

0

It is true that the students were communicating their thoughts,
but the degree to which these thoughts were understood by
others was questionable.

This factor alone gave rise to

this problemo
Scope.

This paper has been confined to the study of

errors in the written compositions in the departments of
English, general science, and history of the 1952-53 fresh-

1Helen F. Olson, "The Function -of A Language Book,"
Th, English Journal, Volume XXCVIII, (January, 1939),
Number 1, p. 3;0

3
men of Booker T. Washington High School, Marlin, Texas, for
the purposes of comparison, analyzation and suggestion of
remedial techniques to correct the errors found in the
written composition of these students.
Purposes .

The art of writing unfolds itself to the

student as the art of the control of words, and if the student
effectively learns to exert this control, he is then better
able to express himself and to achieve a greater degree of
social acceptance .

Sterling A. Leonard feels that both form

and effectiveness in expression rise from social needs; therefore he says, "the first step 1n an effective course in composition should be the child's realization that he needs
better written expression."1
In the area of language development the child is usually
the product of his home and neighborhood environment; it
becomes the task of the school to correct the habits and
patterns of language usage that veer away from the accepted
standard.

In its application to the elementary school,

Robert Pooley has applied this same concept .

Pooley feels

that "rarely 1s the influence of the elementary school strong
enough to overcome the persistency of habits formed and reinforced in the home environment ." 2 The difficult task that
1
sterling A. Leonard, English Composition as A Social
Problem, New York: Houghton- Mifflin Company, 1929,- p. 190.
2
Robert c. Pooley, Teaching Engl ish Usage, New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., p . 192.
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the school faces is evident, for who can v ~nture to tell a
child that the language which parents use
guage of social acceptance?

is not the lan-

Then, the t a sk which the teacher

faces becomes increasingly more difficult - not only important but also difficult.
This study proposes to point out the types of errors
made in written composition of students enrolled 1n the
English, general science and history courses of Booker T.
Washington High School, Marlin, Texas.

This study further

proposes to ascertain me thods am techniques to be used in
the teaching of English grammar and composition 1n order to
better meet the needs of the freshmen, not only 1n English
but in the other content subjects as well.
Hypothesis .

Since the writer feels that language

usage is habitual behavior, this thesis 1s designed to

compare the language usage in written work in English with
the language usage in written work in general science and
history and to show that there is similarity in kind and
type of errors in sentence structure, spelling, and frequency of errors in mechanics of English usage.
~-Prcblems .

Related to the problems of tabulation and

comparison of errors are the following problems,
(a)o
people.

Speli~g;

Correct spelling is expected of educated

Regardless of justice in the matter, a person's

intellectual endowments are likely to be evaluated on the

basis ot his written work.

A tew misspelled words in a

letter or other written document are sufficient to invite
questions regarding the writer ' s intellectual abilities .
Justly or not, the poor speller 1s suspected of incompetence .

Correct spelling is of vital importance to anyone

who ever has occasion to express himself in writing .

Since

practically the only use ot spelling is in writing, the
major emphasis on studying should be on the writing ot the
word .
(b) .

Sentence structure .

The chief syntactical

necessity in any language is to achieve a word pattern or
group ot patterns thot will convey meanings with clarity
and efficiency.

Thus, the study of the sentence as a means

of conveying ideas from one person to another should be
thorough and meaningful .
(c) .

Mechanics of punctuation.

Although the chief

syntactical necessity of language is to achieve a word
pattern or group of patterns, these must be handled in accord
with the normal inflections of the voice, that is, if we

wish to insure clarity and understanding .

Hence, it is

necessary that the student understand the necessity of handling these voice stop and inflectional substitutes in some
manner that will accurately convey his meaning to his readerJ
thus is the necessity for proper handling
punctuation obY1ous .

or

the mechanics of

6
Significance .2f. the Problem.

The study of composition

is a study of the ways of putting thoughts together, thus,
if a student is deficient in his ability to put his thoughts

together, he is lacking in the power to communicate his
thoughts to others.

A study of errors committed by students

of Booker T. Washington High School will indicate the particular areas in which their compositions weaknesses occur.

The present method of teaching composition at Booker

T. Washington High School indicates that there is some existing weakness; therefore, this study proposes to reveal
the points of ineffectiveness and to suggest such remedial
techniques as seem necessary.
Definition of terms o Certain of the terms used within
the text of this paper have meanings which are of especial
interest to persons concerned with the technical aspects of
language study, and for this reason are forthwith defined:
Language.

Lou La.Brant offers the most comprehensive

definition the writer has been able to find.

She defines

language as "the most intimate form of human behavior that
enables one to convey something of his private experience
to another."l
Usage .

The determination of what is customary, appro-

priate and most effective in any given language situation,
oral or written.

1tou LaBrant, We Teach English, New York: Harcourt-Brace ,

Company, 1951, p. 2I:

7
All other terms within the body of this thesis are
the generally accepted definitions and for that reason no
attempt is made to define them.
Delimitations .

This problem is limited to the errors

found in written compositions in English, general science,
and history of the 1952-53 freshmen of Booker T. Washington High School, Marlin, Texaso
A.

These errors include:

Spelling

1.

Syllabification

2.

Commonly misspelled words (especially
homonyms - there,~; principle,
principal;~, buy, etc.)

B.

Sentence Structure
1.

Fragmentary sentence

2.

Comma splice

3. Run-on errors

c.

4.

Subject-verb agreement

5.

Tense

6.

Pronoun and reference

Mechanics of Punctuation
1.

Comma, as the only internal mark of
punctuation

2o

Period - end punctuation

3. Apostrophe to show possession

8

Related Studies,

Much has been written regarding the

prevalence of errors in the written compositions of high
school students, however, only a few of the studies will be
mentioned here inasmuch as these have been used solely for
the purpose of methodology
Mark A. Neville, formerly head of the English department of John Burroughs Junior

High School, Saint Louis,

Missouri , discussed at length, the success he had in correlating English with social studies, science and fine arts . 1
This study is related only insofar as the methodology employed
by Neville was essentially the same as that used by the
writero

Pauline Cope, a teacher of English in Lower Merion High
School, Ardmore, Pennsylvania, discussed the correlation of
Engl_ish with the other content subjects a.td found that the
students had a growing conviction that their basic English
counted just as much in history and mathematics as 1n their
regular English work.2
Roy Ivan Johnson, Kansas City Junior College, Kansas
City ,Kissouri, made a comparative study of the written

1:Mark A.
11

Neville~ "English as a Positive Factor in Correlation, ~ En,glish J ournal , Volume XXVII, (January, 1938),
Number 1, pp. 44-49.
2pauline Cope, "Developing Usage Consdience Through
Cooperation," The En~lish Journal, Volume XXV, (May, 1933),
Number 5, pp. 399-40.
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compositions of the freshmen of Kansas City High School
and those of the seniors at graduation, in order to determine
the degree of elimination of errors made during the four
years of high school training.

1Roy

1

Ivan Johnson, "The Persistency of Errors in English
Composition," School Review Volume XXV, (October, 1917), Nwnber 8,
pp. 555-580.
'

II

ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF DATA
The data used 1n this study were obtained from the
written compositions of students enrolled in the English,

general science and history classes of Booker T. Washington
High School, Marlin Texas.

Of a total of forty-six students

enrolled in the 1eneral science and English classes, only
eighteen of these same subjects were enrolled 1n the history

class; therefore,any comparison will be based on the total
enrollment for the history classo
The analytical and comparative period was divided into
three periods of three months each,beginning in September of
1952, and ending with the close of school 1n June of 19530
In the English classroom theme writ.i ng was emphasized,
and accordingly, subjects were assigned.

It was the intent

of the writer that these subjects coincide with significa nt
current events that would possibly serve as a means of pupilmotivation; hence, these broad categories were emphasized:
1.

"Why Children Fail in Written Tests . "

2.

"My

3o

"The Presidential Election."

4.

"The Significance of Christmas. tt

5.

"The Presidential Inauguration . "

6.

Others according to important events of the month.

Autobiography."

10

11
In addition to the monthly theme, which was a teacherdirected project, each student was required to write a
weekly theme concerning some subject of interest to him.

The errors in the weekly themes were checked and compared
for possible increase or decrease.· Written compositions
in the general science and history departments were centered around the general course of study, since Booker T.
Washington High School has no correlated curriculum.
Not only did the writer use the system of symbols
1
suggested by Dorothy Dak1n for the indication of errors,
but also other symbols as suggested and approved by the
cooperating members of the study

0

Spelling during the first three month period.

The

tabulations used in this section were taken from a total
of 138 English papers, 138 general science papers, and

only 54 history papers.

The following lists represent the

most frequent errors as tabulated by course:
English
Syllabification:
elect-ion for elec-tion
thou-ght for thought
gover-ment for govern-ment

1Dorothy

Dakin,~ t2. Teach H!&h School English,
Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1947, p. 189 0
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cha-racter for char-ac-ter
paym-ent for pay-ment
Most common misspelled words included:
truble for trouble
know for now
reconize for recognize
principle for principal
pretain for pertain
fri.nd for friend
wheather for whether

In this period as well as 1n all periods, the most
frequent errors 1n syllabificatt.on occured with these words:
ba-lloon for bal-loon
mo-dern for mod-ern

co--unication for com-mu-ni-ca-tion
would-n't for wouldn't
thi-ngs for things

whe-re for where
The frequency with whichr the following words recurred as misspellings led the writer to believe that they represented the
greatest amount of difficulty:
ideal for idea
airplain for airplane
seperate for separate

13
there for their
enviroment for environment
wheather for whether
wich for which
by for buy

principle for principal
prespire for perspire
importance for important
The most frequent errors 1n syllabification appearing
in history compositions were:
eve-nt fore-vent
woa-ad for would
thi-ngs for things
compuls-ory for com-pul-sory
fell-ows for fel-lows
mo-dern for mod-ern
primit-ive for pr1m-1-tive
wh-ich for which
The frequency with which the following words recurred as
misspellings indicated, to the writer, some difficulty:
greate for great
sinse for since
reconize for recognize
captered for captured

14
enviroment for environment
seamed for seemed
air plain for airplane
ideal for idea

In the area of syllabification, the findings revealed
to the writer that most of the students seemed to think that
three letters made syllables 9
divisions as !.b-1£h, thi-ngs,

this fact substantiated by such

!!h!-ll, !.Q.S-19.,

of which appeared in all three courses.

and eve-!}!, all

The frequent mis-

spellings of such words as airplane, whether, ill.!,

principal,

and environment led the writer to feel that these words were
not a part of the student's spelling vocabularyo
From a total of 138 English papers that were checked durin&
the first three month period, 67 papers revealed a total

or

160 errors in syllabification, while a check of the same

papers revealed

575 errors 1n spelling, all of which appeared

in 110 papers.

This information points to almost five times

as many errors in misspellin& as were noted in syllabification.
During this same three month period, a check of 138 general
science papers revealed 207 errors in 67 papers containing
syllabification of words; in the same course, there were

584 errors in misspelling, all of which were tabulated in 114
papers, thereby revealing almost three times as many errors
as were found in word syllabification.

A check of

54 history

1;
papers revealed 74 errors in syllabification, committed by

27 students, while 41 students misspelled 406 words.

Here

the data revealed almost six times as many errors in misspelling as occured in syllabification.
During the second three month period, the data collected
from the English papers revealed that 62 papers contained
only 84 errors in syllabification - a decrease of 5 papers
and 74 errors as compared_to the first period; the misspellings dropped from 110 papers with 575 errors to 88
papers with only 381 errors - a decrease of 32 papers and
174 errors over the first period .

In general sci ence the

incidence of errors was reduced to 38 papers with 151 errors
1n syllabification as compared to 67 papers with 207 errors

as occured in the first period .

The data also revealed some

improvement in the 54 history papers that were checked.

A

total of 19 papers revealed 40 errors in syllabifica tion,
which a decrease of 8 papers and 34 errors; the same data
revealed that

30 students misspelled 117 words - a decrease

of 11 students and 289 errors.
The English papers for the third and final period revealed that only 31 papers contained 60 errors in syllabi-

fication, while 51 papers contained only 319 misspelled words.
Of the 138 general science papers checked during the final
period, 27 papers contained only 106 errors in syllabific•t1on

16
while

55

papers contained

377

misspelled words.

The final

check of the 54 history papers revealed that 13 papers contained 40 errors in syllabification, and 32 papers contained

156

misspelled words .
The sentenceo

The data tabulated concer.ning the sentence

errors, during the three three month periods were also significant in that it showed considerable decrease 1n frequency
of errors .

The same 138 papers for English and general

science were used, as well as the same 54 history papers.
The most frequent errors, appearing in all areas, of
sentence structure were:
Fragmentary sentences:
If we improve our work.
Although I enjoyed the holidays.
After the team and players had left the field.
Although we were hot and disappointedo
Destroying houses and lives .

And I studied my environment.
And how many degrees your house should be .

An attachment to a farm tractor which burns weeds,
but does not burn crops .
As in your early childhood .
In the struggle for existence .
When he went to school.
The government doing its jobo

17
As ideas that will help the less fortunate.
Comma splice:

Today is Wednesday, we are writing our
reporto
I entered Reagan School, now I am in Booker
T. Washington High.
We ate turkey, we had all kinds of cakes and pies.
They won the first game,

we

won the second.

Our principal is here, he has told us all
about it.
Fire is a wonderful contribution to mankind,
it helps him in many wa1s.
The dirigibles were on the plane type, they were
invented later.
It is useful to man, it aelts iron and steel.
They can light anywhere, they carry mail.
We learned what heat 1s, it is a form of
energy.
History is interesting, it tells how wars
begin.
He trapped animals for food and clothing, he
also learned to raise crops.
Battles are costly, they destroy lives and
property.
It keeps him warm, it cooks his food.

18
Run- on errors s
I live 1n Kosse, I am sixteen years old
I received a lots of gifts they were exactly
what I wanted .
The president arrived he

as accompanied b7 bis

wife and son.

It was dark and cloudy everybody as afraid .
The pole was very pretty the colors were blue
and white .
I learned that heat is not matter it is a

form or energy.
Sunlight is very important it helps plants and
animals grow .
Science is interesting it tells us all about)

our bodiea .
Heat 1s a curious thing it travels but no one can
see 1t.

Science is useful it tells all about our environment .
History tells

or

past events it is a written

record .
Life for ancient man

as hard life for modern man

1s easy.

Land 1s a valuable resource it produces crops and
many other things.

19
Modern machineries save time

they also

save money .
History is my favorite subject it tells of man 's
struggle for existence .
Subject- verb agreement:

The secretary have •••
That 1s why children leaves •• •
The boys has •••

There is se mari7 •••
He see what he is doing.

The government have •••
Seve~al groups has •••

Some workers learns •••
They lives in cages •••
The facts was •••
Fighting equipments is •••

There wa! a few people • • •
Matter have weight •••
Electric lights hes •• •
They was •••
Tense:

She rung the bell .

I move to Falls County .
They h~s gone • • •

I eaten all I could hold .

20

They became discourage.
I watched what happen.
Later I start a fire.
I also learn how to classify heat.
They begun at once .
Then they begin to develop it.
They had ran the first race.
The empire collapse after his death.
Then they live in cages.
Man has saw many things come to pass.
The nobles and the common man work out a system.
It began when man start keeping record.
Labor has organize itselfo
Pronouns and Reference:
If he or she fails, they are ready to quit school.
They can tell if he or she 1s learning what they
are given.
The class assembled in the auditoriwn and everyone got their pencils to write.
Everybody has to learn their own lesson.
I like science because it helps everyone to learn
about their environment.
Fire is useful to everyone because it keeps them
warm and cooks their food.
Him and his brother worked together
One should do their best in writing.

21
During the first period the data checked in English

79 papers contained 87 errors in sentence
fragments; 98 papers contained 194 comma splices; 89 papers
revealed that

contained 162 run-on sentences; 108 papers contained 367
errors in subject-verb agreement; 102 papers contained

263 errors in tense, and 30 papers contained 77 errors in
pronouns and references.

For the same period the general

science papers revealed that 87 papers contained 156 errors
in fragn;entary sentences; 101 papers contained 200 errors
of comma splice; 96 papers contained 161 run-on sentences;
118 papers contained 432 errors of subject-verb agreement;

115 papers contained 291 errors in use of tense, and

50

papers contained 75 errors in agreement of pronoun and reference.

The check of history papers for the first period

revealed that 29 papers contained 78 fragmentary sentences;
40 papers contained 66 comma splices; 35 papers contained

61 run-on sentences; 42 papers contained 101 errors in
subject-verb agreement; 29 papers contained 73 errors in the
use of tense, and 14 papers contained 40 errors 1n the agreement of pronoun and reference .
As has been seen in the decrease of errors in spellin&
with each subsequent period, the writer observed the same to
be true of the sentence.

A check of the papers for the second

period indicated th! following:

Of the English papers,

54

papers contained 86 fragmentary sentences; 65 papers con-

22

tained 140 comma splices;

78 papers contained 117 run-on

sentences; 90 papers contained 2~ errors in subject-verb
agreement; 89 papers contained 175 errors in the use of tense,

and 26 papers contained 43 errors in the use of pronoun and
reference.

The check of the general science papers revealed

67 papers with 98 errors in the fragmentary sentence category;
7G papers revealed 145 comma splices; 78 papers contained
161 run-on sentences; 118 sentences contained 432 errors in
subject-verb agreement; 115 papers contained 291 errors in
the correct use of tense, and 30 papers contained 77 1n the
use of pronoun and reference, all tabulated during the first
period.

The second three month period revealed:

67 papers

with 98 fragmentary sentences; 70 papers with 14, comma
splices; 86 papers with 116 run-on sentences; 97 papers with
253 errors in subject-verb agreement; 101 papers with 241
errors 1n the use of tense, and 28 papers with 44 errors in
the use of pronoun and reference. During the third three
month period, the same general science papers revealed 41
papers with 73 sentence fragments; 63 papers with 127 comma
splices; 54 papers with 77 run-on sentences; 84 papers with

195 errors in subject-verb agreement; 48 papers with 119
errors 1n the use of tense, and 21 papers with 36 errors in
the use of tense .

The data contained in the history papers

revealed that in the first period 29 papers contained 78
fragmentary sentences; 40 papers contained 66 comma splices;

35 papers contained 61 run-on sentences; 42 papers contained

101 errors in subject-verb agreement; 29 papers contained 73

23

errors in the use of tense, and 14 papers contained 40 errors
1.n the use of pronoun and reference.

For the second period

23 papers contained 43 fragmentary sentences; 26 papers contained 3, comma splices; 3, papers contained 61 run-on sentences; 42 papers contained 101 errors in subject-verb agreement; 29 papers contained 73 errors in the use of pronouns
and reference, and 14 papers contained 40 errors in the use
of tense.

A check at the end of the second period pointed

out that 23 papers contained 43 fragmentary sentences; 26
papers contained 35 comma splices; 23 papers contained 39
run-on sentences; 25 papers .contained 99 errors in the use
of subject-verb agreement; 20 papers contained 73 errors in
the use of tense, and 11 papers contained 28 errors in the use
of pronoun and reference.

The third period check indicated

19 papers with 31 sentence fragments; 20 papers with 33 comma
splices; 14 papers with 31 run-on sentences; 15 papers with

67 errors 1n subject-verb agreement; 15 papers with 49 errors
in the use of tense, and 8 papers with 17 errors in the use
of pronoun and reference.
From the data tabulated it appeared that the inability of
the student to distinguish between the independent and dependent
clause, accounted for the majority of the fragmentary sentence
errors; this was true for the run-on sentence and the comma
splice error as well.

Lack of familiarity with the proper

form for the third person singular or the ability to dis-

24

distinguish between singular and plural form of verbs seems
to account for this error.
Punctuation.

The data tabulated from the 138 Engliah

and general 8Cience papers, and the 54 history papers revealed certain weaknesses in the use
punct a,ation.

or

certain marks of

Er rors 1n the use of the comma as a mark ot

internal punctuation, the period as mark of end punctuation,
and the apostrophe occured frequently enough to cause the
writer to feel thllt they warranted some consideration 1n the
body of this study .
The following examples represent types ot errors that

occured with unusual frequenc71
Periods
1.

Then some may not like their teachers

2.

After completing my high school, I
hope to enroll in college

3. The sei·v1ces began at 10 A. JI.
4.

The teacher appointed someone to

act as temporary chairman.

;.

They played several games

1.

They have cars airplanes and trucks .

2.

If one studies history he will

Comma,

learn of the past and present

).

Many cities towns and organizations
are giving food clothing and shelter
to help the tornado victims .

25
Apostr ophe :
1.

Someone else name •• •

2.

Our mothers invitations •• •

3.

President Truman wife

4.

The teacher desk • ••

,.

0

•

•

The man best friend •••

6. About man accomplishments

7.

••• the laborer wages • • •

8.

•••

9.

• • • my mother aunt •••

the commentator message • ••

In the tabulation of the data, the findings reveal ed
tha t for the first period 34 English papers contained 90
errors in the use of the comma;

58

errors in the use of

the period, and 82 papers revealed 118 errors in the use
of the apostrophe to show possession.

The second period

revealed 28 papers with 76 errors in the u s e of the comma;
44 papers with 103 errors in the use of the period , and

53 papers with 68 errors in the use of the apostrophe to
show possession .

The data for the third and final period

revealed 22 papers with

65 errors in the use of the comma;

28 papers with 53 errors in the use of the per iod , and 26
papers with 43 errors in the use of the apostrophe to show
possession .
For the first period the general sciences data revealed
42 papers with 132 errors in the use of the comma;

59 papers

with 101 error s in the use of the period, and 85 papers with
134 errors in the use of the apostrophe to show possession.
!Ila •

a., IDk• Li1'ru,
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The general science data for the second period revealed 22
papers with 134 errors in the use of the comma; 46 papers
with 124 errors in the use of the period, and 62 papers
with 69 errors in the use of the apostrophe to show possession.
The third period revealed 20 papers with 56 errors in the
use of the comma , 24 papers with

65 errors in the use of the

period, and 24 papers with 46 errors in the use of the apostrophe .
The data for history revealed, during the first period,
16 papers with 69 errors in the use of the comma; 17 papers
w~th 38 errors incthe cuse of the period, and 19 papers with

77 errors in the use of the apostrophe to show possessiono
The second period revealed 13 papers with 47 errors in the
use of the comma; 14 papers with 33 errors in the use of
the period, and

15 papers with 28 errors in the use of the

apostrophe to show possession.

The third period revealed

8 papers with 45 errors in the use of the comma; 11 papers
with 24 errors in the use of the period, and 12 papers with

27 errors in the use of the apostrophe to show possession.
It is particularly significant to note that the third
and final period, in most cases, showed some large decrease
in the quantity and kind of errors committed b y the students .

IIS:
PROPOSED METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
According to Dorothy Dakin there is no established
method of teaching English or any content subject. 1 An
instructor works and acquires certain relevant techni~ues
as the need arises.

If she is wise, she varies these

techniques to meet the needs of each particular class.
The successful teacher is the growing one; the wise
teacher realizes that times and seasons alter and change
and that with these changing ideals must come changing
methods.
The writer makes no claim of laying down "hard and
fast rules", but merely offers suggestions that are in
keeping wit h those who are the best authorities in the
field of language usage and teaching.

It is hoped that

these practical suggestions will form a basis for the
techniques that should be a part of the program of all
good and effective teachers of English.
Dorris May Lee and J. Murray Lee offer the following
suggestions for the teaching of spelling:
New spelling and workbooks provide pupils
with a spelling program. It is the teacher's
responsibility to develop in each child habits
1Dorothy Dakin, How to Teach High School English,
Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1947, p. 3.
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of learning
the child.
is required
words which
writing .

to spell which are effective for
First, she must see that the child
to learn those words and only those
are and will be important in his

Second , she must make adequate presentation of these words.
Third , she must instill effective habits
and attitudes for correct writing of these words.
Fourth, she must work individually and in
sreall groups with the poor spellers to find methods
effective for them and give them the help that
is necessary . 1
Many words have a variety of meanings and uses.

As

many of these as are in common or local usage should be
discussed .

For instance, soda may refer to a baking~,

caustic~, o r ~ cream~.

If only one meaning of

each word is discussed the child cannot be sure it is the
same word when the meaning is so different.

Further, to

expect transfer of the spelling of a word with one meaning
to a word with a totally different meaning is not justified in good teaching techniques; particularly is this true

of the poor speller who, after all, is our chief concern.
The good speller needs little or no teaching .

How should the students learn to study their words?
The more different approaches to anything the better we are
apt to remember it .

Varied approaches to word attack should

become the responsibility of the teacher, and should be
1
Dorris May Lee and Jay Murray Lee, uspelling Needs A
Teacher," Correct English, (August, 1940), pp . 26-26
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handled in accord with the needs of the group.
The habit of checking the spelling of all written
work is one that should be consistently encouraged; this
may be done by emphasizing its importance.
There are several things that can be done about "poor
spellers".

They might be given a relatively small number of

words per week, then a thorough oral discussion of the
wads by the teacher and the class and a good consistent
method of word-study will solve the problem for many children.
The teacher should study the errors to see if there is a consistency of error, or to see if poor writing is a factor.
Lee and Lee 1 list the following pupil-centered procedure for the elimination of errors in spelling:

1.

Look at the word and pronounce it silently.

2.

Copy the word and think how it is spelled.

3. Look at the word again to see if it 1s spelled
correctly.
4.

Write the word from memory.

5.

Check with the original.

6. Repeat this procedure until the word 1s learned.
The writer feels that the student should, in addition,
learn to use the word both in oral and written composition, and
especially in written composition since the only use of
spelling 1s in writing.
1 Lee and Lee,

12£. ill•
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Dorothy Dakin says, "If you can make him ashamed of
poor spelling, if you can show him that good spelling is
definitely an asset , and if he is willing to try - then
and only then can you accomplish what you should."l

The

writer agrees to this ; however, the method of making the
student ashamed must be dsed judiciously in order not to
damage the youthful personality.

The desire to improve

spelling must be motivated, but carefully and wisely so.
In the area of written composition, certain basic precepts should prevail in any situation devoted to error
elimination.

Francis Shreve lists some basic considerations;

they are:

1.

Correct and forceful English makes a good
impression on one ' s associates and wins the
admiration of strangers .

2o

Make an analysis of the pupil's errors, and
when these have been classified, they should
be made the basis of the curriculum in error
elimination.

3. Allocate these errors to the appropriate
semester .

Never try to correct all errors

at one time .
4.

Make an effor t to secure the cooperation of
the teachers in the other departments.2

1Dak1n, op . cit., p . 106.
2Francis Shreve, The Psychology of Teaching English,
Boston: The Chr1stopherPublishing House, 1941, pp. 50-bl .
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For the improvement of errors in written composition,
Clark and Eaton feel that these techniques are effective:
1.

Make the student aware of the errors he
iefinitely must eliminate from his composition.

2.

Hold him seriously responsibile for working
constantly on these errors .

3. Give him concrete evidence of his progress.
4o

Prove to him by cold facts whether he has
eliminated them or not . i

In addition to the suggestions offered by the authorities,
the writer has used the following techniques with some
success:
1.

Have the student list his sentence fragments
and make sentences out of them.

2.

Have the student correct all marked errors
when they occur .

3. When an error is detected , drill the child
on the correct formo
4.

Teach the correct form, and explai n why one
form is correct , yet another is incorrect .

5.

Teach the mechanics of punctat1on in connection
with sentence structure and written composition.

In a given situation, f ew, if any, of these measures
might be effective, therefore the conscienti' ous teacher
will seek methods to improve her situation.
1Harold P. Clark and Mary P. Eaton, "Devices for

Improving Composition!" Modern techniques for Improving
Secondary School Engl sh, New Y rk f Barnes and Noble
Publishing Company , 1942, p . 17~.

IV
CONCLUSION
The writer feels that not enough material has been
used in the basis of this study to determine accurately
the kinds and amount of errors f ound in the written compos i tions of the students.

The amount of errors and the

comparison of errors may not reveal the entire truth because
of the developmental factors in pupil growth and development.
The pupil may, due to increased mentality, vary his sentence
structure by replacing simple with complex sentences, or
by correcting excess coordination with subordination ; however the results secured in this study are sufficiently

detailed for the purpose of the writer .
The study revealed the need for stress and instruction
in written composition, especially practice in writing
sentences that are clear in meaning, and logical in intent.
With reference to the verb, drill is needed in both oral
and written composition to eliminate faulty agreement habits.
More emphasis should be placed on reading as an experience giving process, since the writer feels that this
wider reading program would make for better oral and written
expression.
When every teacher becomes "a teacher of English11 then
and only then does the writer feel that we will be on the

road towards the successful elimination of the deficiencies
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in composition.

Clarence D. Thrope says, "A distinct step

toward economy will be taken when all courses where there
is writing to be done become classes. 01 When this 1s dore
the great principle of education - growth and development -

will be accomplished .

lc1arence D. Thrope, "Economy 1n Teaching Composition 11
~ English Journal , High School Edition, Volume XX
'
\April, 1931), Number 4, pp . 282 passim.
'
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TABLE I

AVERAGE PERCENTAGE SCORES
OF FRESHMEN AT
BOOKER T. WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL
ERRORS IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION

TECHNICAL SKILL

AVERAGE SCORE

Syllabification

42%

Spelling

Pronoun and reference

65'%
45'%
55%
58%
63%
59%
19%

Comma

21%

Period

33%
43%

Fragmentary sentences
Comma splice

Run-on error
Subject-verb agreement
Tense

Apostrophe
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TABLE II

AVERAGE PERCENTAGE SCORES
OF FRESHJSN A'l

BOOKER T. WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL

LANGUAGE USAGE ERRORS IN GENERAL SCIENCE

TECHNICAL SKILL

AVERAGE SCORE

Syll abit1cat1on

35~

Spelling

68~

Fragmentary sentence•

5'2j

Comma splice

6~

Run-on sentence•

60'/,

Subject-verb agreement

75'/,

Tense

66'/,

Pronoun and retorence

24'/,

Comma

22'/,

Period

34'/,

Apostrophe

44'/,

TABLE III

AVERAGE PERCENTAGE SCORES
OJ' FRESHUEN Af

BOODR T • WASRIHGTOR BIGB SCHOOL

LANGUAGE USAGE EBROBS II HISTORY

TECHNICAL SKILL

AVERAGE SCOBB

Syllab11'1cat1on

41$

Gpellina

'/2'/,

FraamenterJ sentence•

46-

CoJDma splice

s~•

Bun-on sentence•

46.

SubJect-•erb agnement

ss•

Tenae

44-

PronoWl and Ref'erence

22j

Comma

2s•

Period

31•
3SJ

Apoatrophe
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0

Syllabification

First period

Second period
1hird period

10

JO

20

40

50

60

70

TM rd period

90

- - - - - - - - - , -4~
6~_,5a,C

S~g

1':trst period
Second period

80

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - i6ni5'l ":t_ __

85%

- - - - - - - - - - - .4"""6_%___

-----------

Sentence Structure :
fragmentary sentence s
First period
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,,_.....
58%
Second period

Third period
Comma splices
First period
Second period
Third period

Rlm-on error s
First period
Second period
1hl.rd period

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,__ _46:'

___________
33:l

________________78%

:::::::::::::::::-;~~--soJ
65%
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_ _ _71$

--------- 8

Subject- verb Agrs
First period
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7]$
Second period

----------------=-:--82%

1hird period
1ense s
First period
Second period
ntlrd period

Pronoun and
references
First period
Second period
'lhird period
llecbanics of
Piiiiotuat:ton
Comma.a
First period
Second period
Third period
Period ,
First period

Second period
'.third period

Apostrophe t
First period
Second period
Third period

________37%

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -61:1.. 76%
_ _ _ _ _ _,_35~

26%
------1..,~--

----! )J
26%

- - - - - - 26%
____23
___;17%

_________35J
28
----______ _______&>%

______.,....____ LLI
______21&

FIGURE I i Percentage of Freshmen at booker f. Washington High Sobool , Marlin,
Texas, making errors in English compos i t ion.
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87%
First period
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Senjrence Structure - - - - - - - - - - 3
Fragmentary sentence::
First period
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - :5::r: 6"': 1%r--65%
Second period
--------::3=5%
7_____
'lhird period
Comma splice :
78%
First periodc·
-------------=
54%
r-2"'"'-Second period
-----------,4r-r9%,,....Third period
Run- on errors ::
74%
First period
65%
Second period
-----------"T"4..-:ll____
Third period
Subject- verb Agr:
89%
First period
-------------------'r;'
7r./Or-Second period
63%
'lhird period
Tense :
84%
First period
~7
:
;'
7it
Second period
'lhird period
3
Pronoun and
reference:
First period
- - - - -....
2"""2%_____ 33%
Second period
----,1"""7"""%
'lhird period
Mechanics of
Punctuation
Comma:
First period
----=-=,.,,,..._______3.3%
Second period
17%
----=-17'1,
'lhi.rd period
Period:
Fi st period
----------,3=3.,%46%
Second period
Third period
22%
Apostrophe ::
First period
8""'%....---67%
Second period
------,1"'"'9%-------'Ihl.rd period
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FIGURE ll: Percentage of Freshmen at Booker T. Washington High School, Marlin,
Texas, making errors in Gener al Science on English composition.
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33%
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Per centage of Freshmen at Booker T. Washington High School
making errors in history on English Composition.
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The findings revealed that the greatest percentage
(42j) of students made errors in syllabification, occuring

in English composition (see Table I).

The next highest per-

centage (41•) was in history {see Table III), while the low-st percentage was in general science {see Table II).

In spelling the greatest percentage (72~) of the errors
occured among the students

1n history (see Table III) . ; the

next h1g~6st per centage (68~) occured in general science (see
Table II), while the lowest percentage (65•) occured 1n English
composition (see Table I) .
Table I summarizes the average percentage of freshmen at

-

Booker T. Washington High Scbaol, that made errors in Engli~h
composition, while Table II swnmarizes the average percentage

or

errors made in general science
The percentage of errors for fragmentary sentences was

highest {52%) in general science (see Table II), while the
next highest (4~-) was in En&11sh composition (see Table I),
end the lowest percentage (46j) was in history (see Table III).
Table III summarizes the average percentage of freshmen
scores in h1stc~y.
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